VERONIKA KONRÁDOVÁ
Ovem i u Homéra nebo v homérských hymnech najdeme výslovné poukazy
tímto smìrem (srov. Theogonia, 27-28; Odyssea, XIX,203; Odyssea, XIX,
560-567 a Hymnus ad Mercurium, 561-563). Projevuje se zde tedy urèitá
sdílená pøedstava  Hésiodos tuto pøedstavu plasticky vykresluje v pøípadì
Mús, a dodává tak músické koncepci typicky ambivalentní rysy. Pøechod
mezi analýzou pamìti a analýzou ambivalentní povahy Mús je podle mého
názoru umonìn právì onìmi poukazy na ambivalenci boské pùsobnosti,
která není pouze hésiodovská; a naopak, sepìtí mezi protiklady pamìti a zapomnìní, na které poukazuje Hésiodos, by nebylo pochopitelné bez pøedchozího pøehodnocení koncepce pamìti.

SUMMARY
Muse-like Character of Poetic Language
The article deals with the role of the Muses in archaic poetry, namely in the
works of Homer and Hesiod. It points out the uniqueness of the presence of
the Muses in poetic context, which marks off Greek poetry in comparison
with other poetic traditions.
The first part of the analysis focuses on Homeric conception of the Muse,
especially on her connection with memory. The core of the argument lies
in the analysis of memory, based on textual evidence, which shows that the
memory of the Muses doesnt work simply as remembering the past  the
invocation of the Muse in Homeric poems suggests another interpretation,
namely that the function of the Muse is to make the portrayed events present.
The proposed interpretation steps over the concept of memory as a reservoir
of the past.
The second part of the analysis turns to Hesiod and to the prooemium of
his Theogony. Hesiods report about the Muses is rich and it draws our attention to a number of ambivalent features, which characterize the performance
of the Muses. These features express themselves in the polarity mnhmosu,nh 
lhsmosu,nh and yeu,dea  avlhqe,a . Both poles of these pairs act in the
performance of the Muses  understanding of the function of memory, which
is not a storage place of the past, helps to understand that remembering
in this context does not eliminate forgetting, and that both of these poles
are complementary. Taken together, the pairs of opposites mnhmosu,nh 
lhsmosu,nh and yeu,dea  avlhqe,a demonstrate one aspect of divinity, foreshadowed in the poems of Homer and Hesiod, i.e. the aspect of ambiguity,
which is specifically articulated in the case of Hesiodic Muses.
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